
Earning the trust of our customers every day.

Welcome to the first edition of our Environment Update where you’ll find highlights  
of our performance over the last quarter and find out what we’ve been doing to help  
manage and sustain our environment for generations to come. 

Over 350 industry experts attend our innovation conference
We held our fourth innovation conference earlier this year which brought over 350 industry experts and 
our partners together to discuss the challenges facing the UK water industry and to celebrate our pioneering 
innovation projects. The event, which took place at Swansea University’s Bay Campus in January, also  
explored how we are identifying and embracing innovative solutions to everyday challenges to add value  
for our customers and the environment.

From investments in renewable energy, to driving improved ways of working across our Water and Wastewater 
Services, we have made great progress over the last year, investing £7.2 million in innovation projects that 
have improved services, the environment and reduced cost for our customers. Our innovation programme also 
specifically helps us secure a safe and sustainable approach to limiting our impact on the environment – both for 
today’s customers and for future generations. For example, our £8 million coastal investigations programme  
has focused on safeguarding and improving water quality at 49 bathing and shellfish waters in Wales. The study 
will establish our impact on Wales’ marine waters and what improvements need to be made by ourselves and  
others to control pollution from other sources. 

We also reviewed our approach to ensuring our investments offer resilient solutions for our customers, ones 
which meet the challenges we face from climate change, but remain affordable and protect the long term  
interests of future generations, something we look forward to reviewing progress on at next year’s conference.

Creating our own renewable energy 
Supplying high quality drinking water and removing and treating wastewater uses a great deal of energy.  
The topography of our area means that we have to pump large quantities of water and wastewater around  
our network and the volume of surface water entering our sewers adds to the problem.

With more assets per customer than most other water and sewerage companies, we are a major energy user 
with an annual energy bill of £43 million in 2015-16. We want to increase the amount of renewable energy we 
generate on our sites so that we can reduce our carbon footprint, reduce the cost of importing energy and pass 
these saving onto our customers. 

Following on from the successful installation of our first wind turbine in Swansea Bay Wastewater Treatment 
Works (WwTW) last year, a second turbine was commissioned at Nash WWTW last month. 

The turbine output will mainly be used on site, meeting around half the site’s needs and, at the windiest of 
times, exporting power into the grid. This is our largest single generator and increases our annual green energy 
production by 5%, saving 1% of our total carbon emissions. Importing less energy to operate the Nash WWTW 
will not only help our long term planning for managing the impact of climate change, but will also generate 
savings, helping keep bills down for customers. 

Mike Pedley, our Head of Energy, said: “The project was delivered by our Capital Delivery Alliance; a partnership 
of companies working together to deliver our £1.5 billion capital investment programme for 2015-2020 in a cost 
effective and sustainable way.”

Turning biodiversity ideas into action  
We provide most of Wales, Herefordshire and parts of Deeside with the most essential of public services and  
are privileged to be surrounded by a rich and diverse environment, so we know we need to do our best to  
protect it both for today’s customers and future generations.  

Under the Environment (Wales) Act 2016, we have a legal obligation to maintain and enhance biodiversity but our 
ambition stretches further than tick boxes, targets and KPIs – we want to make our environmental performance 
the very best it can be for both current and future generations.  

As part of our ongoing commitment to the environment, we have recently challenged ourselves to improve our 
environmental performance and specifically on biodiversity by bringing together colleagues from different teams 
across the company and country to share their thoughts and suggest opportunities to build on the work we 
already do to support nature.

Tony Harrington, Director of Environment, whose team organised the workshop, said: “Giving a helping  
hand to nature is something we already do extensively as part of our role and investments at Welsh Water.  
The environment provides our raw material - water and is the basis for our wellbeing. We need to continue  
to protect the environment so that flora and fauna can thrive, while also looking for ways to make the  
environment accessible to our customers”.

Ideas from the workshop ranged from small scale initiatives, such as introducing bird and bat boxes to encourage 
wildlife, to larger scale thoughts about changing internal capital delivery processes and adapting our procurement 
procedures to make biodiversity a factor in our supply chain. All of these ideas will need to be reviewed and will 
form part of our Biodiversity Action Plan which we will publish later this year. 

The enthusiasm in the room has already been turned into action within just a few weeks as we have already 
begun a biodiversity trial at our Cardiff Wastewater Treatment Works. Working with partners, we have planted 
wild flowers in selected areas as well as allowing green areas to grow to improve ecological connectivity for 
pollinators. The Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales will undertake a survey to establish what species or  
flora have been identified at the site. 

Proposed ‘Mega Catchment’ gains support  
Over 90 delegates attended our WaterSource Conference at the SWALEC Stadium in January to hear about  
our new and innovative approach to catchment management and listen to our proposals to establish  
‘Brecon Beacons Mega Catchment’ in South Wales.  

During the event, attendees heard about how our 17 Catchment Management staff based across Wales are 
playing an essential role in ensuring that raw water quality entering our treatment works is of an expected, 
consistent and manageable quality by managing catchments for the long term benefits of customers and society. 
We call this more holistic approach of looking after our rivers, reservoirs and groundwater WaterSource. 

As well as hearing from Welsh Water staff, our regulators, Natural Resources Wales, the Drinking Water 
Inspectorate and Ofwat, gave their views on catchment management before Phillippa Pearson, Catchment 
Manager at Welsh Water, presented our proposal for a ‘Brecon Beacons Mega Catchment’. 

The proposed project looks at managing raw water supply and quality in the Beacons as one large catchment 
rather than numerous individual catchments and encourages organisations to help ‘future proof’ drinking water 
supplies by working together to address the challenges climate change will bring about. It also encourages 
organisations to work differently and establish new ways of working that will bring about multiple benefits to  
the National Park area. 

By gathering our stakeholders together to discuss our proposal, identify existing and possible opportunities  
to work together and any possible challenges we may face, we were able to gain evidence of overwhelming  
support for our proposal. 

We will use the evidence of this partner and stakeholder support to inform our Business Plan for 2020-25  
and establish how best  to manage our catchments sustainably going forward with our regulators and the  
Welsh Government.

Protecting customers’ homes   
We know people who use and visit our rivers and seas have come to expect high water quality standards and 
want to know more about our operations. 

This is why we already provide real time Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) alerts all year round at 29 Welsh 
beaches through Surfers Against Sewage’s Safer Seas Service campaign. These alerts provide real time 
information to registered users on when a CSO begins to operate and when it stops. Following the success of 
these alerts, we decided to go a step further and now voluntarily publish our Event Duration Monitoring (EDM) 
data on our website. 

Most of our older sewers are ‘combined’ sewers. This is usually one single pipe that carries both wastewater from 
our homes and businesses and surface water from our gutters, drains and roads. This means that during heavy 
storms, more water is getting into these pipes than they can cope with so they have been designed to safely 
relieve the pressure on our systems. These release mechanisms are known as Combined Sewer Overflows,  
or CSOs, which help us to protect public health and reduce the risk of sewage flooding to our customers. 

Our EDM programme has already fitted over 500 CSOs with monitors that tell us how many times a CSO has 
overflowed and for how long. If a CSO doesn’t work as we’d expect, we’ll investigate to understand what is 
happening and its impact on the local environment so we can plan any improvements that need to be made. 

To make sure our combined sewers are operating as they should be, we regularly share and discuss our EDM 
data with Natural Resources Wales and the Environment Agency, our environmental regulators, who help us 
decide and prioritise any remedial actions we need to take and by when. 

We believe we are the first water company in the UK to voluntarily make this data available online.

Groundwork Wales programme wins 2017 UK River Prize    
As a project partner in its Healthy Rivers Programme, we are delighted that Groundwork Wales has won the  
River Restorations Centre’s Urban Communities category for their 2017 UK River Prize. 

The UK River Prize celebrates the achievements of individuals and organisations working to improve rivers  
and catchment habitats and recognises the wider benefits a healthy natural environment brings to society. 

Since 2012, Groundwork Wales’ Healthy Rivers Programme has carried out a wide range of work to improve river 
habitats including removing or modifying 28 man-made weirs, culverts and sewer pipes which obstructed natural 
fish migration. This has resulted in opening up 75km of breeding ground for native fish including salmon, trout,  
eel and bull heads which, in turn, will result in healthier fish populations in South East Wales rivers. 

Dusi Thomas, Environmental Advisor for Welsh Water, explains more; “Welsh Water has supported the Healthy 
Rivers project through our Water Framework Directive (WFD) Funding Scheme. The scheme supports the third 
sector by providing financial support to deliver on the ground actions that tackle issues or barriers that have a 
negative impact on our water environment and to contribute to Wales’ effort towards WFD objectives. 

“Healthy Rivers is an exemplar project of a successful, innovative and community-based that has delivered  
real benefits for people and their local environments. We are delighted it has gained the national recognition  
it deserves and congratulate our colleagues and partner organisations that have played a part in delivering  
such a successful project. 

For more information about our WFD funding scheme, please contact us.

Managing Invasive Non-Native Species on our land and assets   
Our Environment team has recently published new guidance for staff to help them identify Invasive  
Non-Native Species on our land and assets. 

Non-native species are animals and plants that have been introduced into Britain mainly by people and are now 
a part of our natural environment. There are many non-native species in the UK, most of which are harmless. 
However, about 10-15% cause environmental, economic and social problems. These are called Invasive  
Non-Native Species — more commonly known as INNS. 

INNS can be a major threat to biodiversity as they flourish at the expense of our native species. For example, the 
Japanese Knotweed and Himalayan Balsam have taken over many green spaces by outcompeting native plants. 

We have some legal obligations to take actions to address INNS as their presence can stop us meeting our 
biodiversity duty and impact on our assets and operations, creating unnecessary costs. 

Some of our assets have already been affected by INNS. For example, zebra mussels have been found  
at Llandegfedd Reservoir and Court Farm Water Treatment Works Works near Newport, South Wales.  
These non-native mussels fix to solid surfaces, and can block pipes, filters, and other water supply structures  
and block the flow of water. 

The UK Water Industry Research has identified ten INNS that are likely to affect the water industry so we  
have developed guidance and tools to help our staff identify INNS and explain how they affect our day to  
day operations. 

We have also recently started to trial a new reporting process for INNS on our land and assets which will help  
us understand the level of risk INNS have on our business and develop a suitable action plan to deal with them. 

As well as increasing how much renewable energy we generate at our own sites, we 
signed a five year contract with DONG Energy to supply us with 100% renewable energy 
which came into effect on 1st April.

Cardiff University’s Water Research Institute  
leads accelerator project
Cardiff University’s Water Research Institute was launched in 2015 to address ‘the grand challenge of water’ 
– a set of large, complex and proliferating problems which can only be solved by integrated, innovative and 
transdisciplinary research. 

As one of its founder members, we are delighted that the Institute has recently been awarded a £75,000 
accelerator grant by the GW4 Group of Universities (Bath, Bristol, Cardiff, Exeter) to create a Water Security 
Alliance across these four leading research-intensive institutions in the South West of England and Wales.  
The partnership exists to combine their intellectual capacity and physical resources and this new action 
emphasises the importance of water to GW4 activity.

The accelerator grant is pump-priming activities to foster research excellence, share infrastructure and build  
long-term partnerships between the Alliance’s 160 water-related researchers and stakeholders across the UK 
water sector. Significantly, this is the largest community of water researchers in the UK, and one of the largest  
in the world. 

Tony Harrington, Welsh Water’s Director of Environment, said; “As a member of the Institute’s advisory board, 
I’m delighted that this accelerator fund has been granted to Cardiff University and its partners to establish the GW4 
Water Security Alliance. With the support of Welsh Water and Arup, one of our Alliance partners, the Institute acts 
as an interface between academia and business, ensuring that their research has a strong economic and social 
impact and provides effective solutions to the real life water challenges we and our customers face each day.

“At Welsh Water, collaboration and research play a key role in informing our work and our investment decisions 
– both in the short and long term. I hope that by continuing to support Cardiff University and its Alliance, we are 
better able to meet all the challenges we face, driving both innovative and valuable solutions better, and in so 
doing, earn the trust of our customers every day.”

For more information, contact Dr Isabelle Durance or visit the GW4 website.

Welsh Water staff tackle the Taff
22 staff from Welsh Water joined forces with Keep Wales Tidy and volunteers from across Cardiff to help give 
the River Taff a well-deserved clean-up in February – and collected more than 70 bags of litter, shopping trolleys, 
bikes, parts of a rusting car and even an anchor from the river and surrounding area. 

The three day event had the backing of Will Millard, BBC presenter, writer and Cardiff resident, who explains 
why he was keen to take part; “I’ve been proud to support The Great Taff Tidy 2017. The River Taff has been 
transformed since the days of heavy industry which has allowed fish, plants and wildlife to thrive. However,  
we can’t take this for granted – it’s incredibly important that we continue to care of our river.”

Gareth Davies, Project Officer for Keep Wales Tidy said, “It was fantastic to see so many people from across 
Cardiff getting involved in The Great Taff Tidy. It’s vital that we all do our bit to care for our local environment and 
this weekend has been a perfect example of what local communities can achieve when they work together.  

“We would like to thank Welsh Water for their support for The Great Taff Tidy at Radyr Weir – their efforts made  
a huge difference to the local environment.” 

Welsh Water 2050 Workshop
2050 may seem a long way away, but the decisions we take today at Welsh Water will impact on our customers 
for generations to come

The very nature of the water sector requires us to plan for the long term. Looking back for example, we are still 
benefiting from the dams designed and built by Victorian engineers. Equally, looking forward, there are some 
clear opportunities and challenges now facing the communities we serve.

That is why we are currently developing our long term vision — Welsh Water 2050. We have many challenges 
— from climate and demographic change to the pace of technological change and increasing customer 
expectations. We also know that our customers expect us to anticipate these future challenges to ensure we 
continue to provide them with a service they can trust.

Welsh Water 2050 sets our current thinking on how we should respond to these challenges and will enable us  
to become a truly world class, resilient and sustainable water service for the benefit of future generations. 

To ensure that we are in the best possible position to adapt and respond to these challenges, we are holding a 
one day workshop at the Principality Stadium, Cardiff on 2nd May, 09:45 - 16:15, to discuss Welsh Water 2025. 

If you would like to join us to let us know your thoughts on the challenges we’re facing, our draft responses  
and also how you and your organisation can work with us to deliver the right outcomes for all of us, please 
register your attendance.  

Catchment success at Institute of Water awards 
We wish our Catchment team the very best of luck as they represent the Welsh Area at the Institute of Water’s 
National Innovation Awards following their ‘Overall Winner’ award at the Welsh Innovation Awards; a ceremony 
brought together over 300 industry professionals to celebrate the most innovative work in the water industry  
over the past 12 months. 

Our ‘Deep Rooted Solutions’ project, which protects raw water quality by minimising the risk of landslips around 
reservoirs in the Brecon Beacons also won the Environment category. 

Phillippa Pearson, Catchment Manager, explains more, “Landslips within drinking water catchments can 
significantly affect raw water quality. High levels of fine sediment can turn reservoirs red which causes  
significant challenges for us at any downstream wastewater treatment works where we will need to use  
extra chemicals and energy to get the water to the exceptionally high quality our customers expect from us.  

“As we’ve seen a number of landslips in the Brecon Beacons area over the past few years, we knew we wanted 
to do something about this so we set up a partnership project to look at the root cause of these landslips and  
how we can deliver a natural, sustainable long-term solution, which included tree planting.”

The project, whose partners include Aberystwyth University, the National Trust, Natural Resources Wales and 
local farmers, aims to increase the ecological resilience of catchments susceptible to landslips by reintroducing 
native trees to areas in the Beacons that are designated as high risk of slope failure. 

Phillippa continued, “Our steering group has chosen the trial areas and planting will begin in the Spring when  
we will be planting 10,000 individual trees including willow and alder which are a recognised method of soil  
and slope protection and used in tectonically actives environments such as New Zealand. 

“Winning these two awards at the Institute of Water’s Innovation Awards has confirmed to us that we are doing the 
right thing for catchment management in Wales. Knowing the water industry fully supports our ideas has given us 
more confidence that our project will ensure raw water in the pilot areas is of a consistent and manageable quality. 
It will also bring wider environmental benefits to the local area including biodiversity improvements, improved soil 
protection enriched soils and carbon capture as well as the more obvious reduced run off rates.”

You have received this email as you have previously expressed an interest in Welsh Water’s work.  
If you would like to be added or removed from our distribution list for this newsletter, please let us know. 

Experimental stream infrastructure near Llyn Brianne reservoir

We have recently created a short animation that explains the role of CSOs  
in the sewerage system and our monitoring programme. 
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